LETTER OF UNDERTAKING FOR LOCATION CLEARANCE OF ANY BUSINESS LICENSE

Date:

I, the undersigned undertake that location clearance for my proposed project/business has been issued by Thimphu Thromdoe with the following conditions:

1. Any sound and noise emitting equipment's shall not be used after 9pm till 8am in the morning unless proper sound and acoustics insulation has been done.
2. I shall be fully responsible for any issues or complaints with any organization relating to my business due to its location.
3. Any foul smell, smoke or harmful fumes that my machinery/equipment emits shall be properly contained and treated before releasing it in the environment.
4. Any complaints from adjoining neighbors, tenants or the local community relating to my set up and business shall automatically lead to the suspension of the clearance issued by Thromdoe.
5. I shall relocate my business set up immediately as and when Thromdoe instructs without any compensation or delay.
6. I shall not claim right to damages or opportunity and time losses due to the relocation.
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